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Shield specialization pathfinder

Type: General, Fighter Source: Player II Handbook You use your shield like steel and wooden walls. When an opponent tries to pull close to you, your shield forces him to go or ruin his attack. Prerequisites: Efficiency with shields, Armor Specialization. Benefits: You apply your armor bonus to your touch
AC, and on a check or roll to resist the rush of bulls, disarm, grapes, overruns, or travel attempts against you. Special: A fighter can choose Shield Ward as one of his fighter bonus performances. \$\startgroup\$ I built a defensive-minded cohort today when I realized that I had been looking for a heap of
books for all shields increasing feats several times in the past, and decided that the Pathfinder community could benefit from a list of sustained shield feats community. What special feats benefit characters who use shields? Note for answers: I'm not interested in performances like Dodge that increase
defenses in general, without using shields. I'm not interested in feats that help you overcome opposing shields. I'm not interested in feats like Arcane Shield that give you shield bonuses from sources other than physical buckler, light or heavy shields, or tower shields. I am interested in feats that improve
shield-bashing. I am interested in feats that enhance the shield in a way other than +AC. \$\endgroup\$ You have mastered the use of one type of shield. Prerequisites: Efficiency with selected shields, Shield Focus, 4th fighter level. Benefits: Choose one type of shield (buckler, light, heavy, or tower
shield). With the selected shield, you get a +2 bonus to your Armored Class against critical hit verification rolls. In addition, you can add your basic shield bonus (including bonuses from Shield Focus but exclude upgrade bonuses) to your CMD Special: You can get this feat multiple times. The effect is not
heaped. Whenever you take a feat, it applies to a new type of shield. Section 15: Feat Type Copyright Notice: C: Battle; Crit: Critical; F: Tribe; G: General; Madness: grip; T: Teamwork; IC: Item Creation; MM: Metamagic; P Performance So, I've been stroking with armored carrier-type characters, since I
heard history stories (Which may or may not be accurate) About two men, one with a big hook shield and another with a sleeve against 20 men. General ideas such as - Complementing the Tower Shield, becoming a human being. Have Body Controller+Combat Reflex+In WayJack Harm up to Durability
and Constitution, and has moderate amounts of strength to continue bringing capacity at moderate levels to bring your armor and armor. Maybe 13/14 would be good. Im not sure how far this will exercise, but Im is interested Give me a shot. Im also not positive about what character feats like this should
take after level 1. What do you all think of this? Page 2Posted by5 years ago 15 comments (Player Manual II, p. 82) [Fighter Bonus Feat, General] You are adept at using shields, allowing you to get greater defense benefits: from it. Thereof. Efficiency with shields, Needed for Active Shield Defense (PH2)
, Agile Shield Fighters (PH2) , Shield Sling (PH2) , Shield Ward (PH2) , Choose one type of shield from the following list: buckler, weight, or light. When using suitable type shields, you increase the shield bonus to AC by 1. Special You can take this feat more than once. Every time you choose it, choose a
different type of shield. A fighter can choose Shield Specialization as one of his fighter bonus performances Is there a show somewhere denying a penalty -2 to hit when using tower shields? I thought there was but no books I had one so maybe I imagined things. If this does not exist, will such feats (or
similar) be balanced? I played dwarf rock and had used the tower shield, combined with my inspection penalty shield was wonderful -16; Great pleasure like clumsy rock but -2 to hit really limit the effectiveness of my battle. Log in or sign up to remove these ads, I can't find a feat but I have another
suggestion: have tower shields built for your character from Dark Wood. Masterwork Item Armor checking penalties is -8 no -10 Cost is 480 gp (30 + 450 for dark wood) The weight is 22.5 lb. Ask you if a much lower weight eliminates the punishment of enkumbrance in his campaign. -Swiftbrook
Unfortunately, completely removing -2 with the cost of one feat too well. Bonus To hit is hard to come by. Arms Focus only for one weapon, and grant +1. Ditto Greater WF. I would allow a show called Tower Shield Mastery that reduced the penalty to hit to -1, and reduce the shield check penalty by 2.
Ditto Increases the Domination Shield Tower, which completely eliminates the penalty for hitting and again reissuing AC penalties by 2 others. Or something like that. So, at a price of 2 feats, you get +2 to hit for all guns (by issuing -2 penalties) and you get an extra Bennie on an AC. penalty Should
tempt. Hmm, you're right, getting rid of -2 altogether will probably be too good. I like your ideas for TS mastery feats w/slight penalty reduction, even reducing cheque penalties is not a big concern for me personally. When it was at -16 already I pretty much just planned to fail any kind of skill check I might
make. But the idea for 2 feats is sound and I'll try to run it by DM then, thank you. Still interested if anyone has found any other feat related to towering shields in some way, I'm just looking for interesting items and styles compared to all the armored/armored bashing weapons I think that one show that
only gets rid of -2 penalties for hitting will be a pretty weak show. Generally taking a penalty is a far greater boost than getting a bonus. Nonprofit to the prof is a net change 4. Twf reduced penalties by a total of 8. I think that spending one show to take -2 penalties to hit and give some other small bonuses
would be a nice show. A small bonus in the air though, it can be a ton of different, different things, some reducing the punishment of an shield inspection will work or some other tactical use of the shield. Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 Page 5 Page 6 Page 7 Page 8 Page 9 Page 10 10
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